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GIANT MOLECULAR CLOUDS AS REGIONS OP PARTICLE ACCELERATION
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P.N.Lebedev Ph_slcal Institute of the USSR Academy of
Sciences, Moscow, USSR.

One of the most interesting results of investigations
carried out on the satellites SAS-II and COS-B is the dis-
covery of unidentified discrete gamma-sources. Possibly
s considerable part of them may well be giant molecular
clouds /I/. Gamma-emission from clouds is caused by the
processes with participation of cosmic rays /2/. The esti-

mation of the cosmic-ra_ densit_ in clouds has shRwn thatfor the energy E _ I GeV their density ican 10 10J times
exceed the one in intercloud space /3,4/. We have made an
attempt to determine the mechanism which could lead to the
increase in the cosmic-ray densit_ in clouds.

The main results of these studies are _s follows:
I. In clouds there m8_ Occur partlcle acceleration. 2. The
density of protons ejected by clouds in interstellar (in-
tercloud) space is equal to I-IO% of the observed one. 3.
Such a mechanism of acceleration, if it is realistic, ne-
cessitates a change in the existing concept of the forma-
tion of the chemical composition of cosmic rays in the
Galax4. 4. In its characteristics the intensit_ of non-
thermal (synchrotron) emission from clouds is similar to
the emission from H II-_egions. This allows us to suppose
that a pa_t of radioemlssion, which was considered earlier
to be thermal is acutally a non-thermal emission from
molecular clouds.

In our estimations we have used the following parame-

ters of the molecular clouds: dimension R -- 10 pc. h__dro-
gen mass M = 10_M o , neutral gas den@it_ Nn -- 103 cm 3,
degree of ionization Ni / Nn = I0-_.

The c_ucial moment in our model is that the neutral
gas of molecular clouds is turbulized. According to obser-
vations, the turbulence spectrum has the form /5/: u(L)K_ _-

I.I L = (pc) for 0.1< L < I00 pc. Here u is _c
veloclt_, L is scale, the parameter _=0.38. Below we dis-
cuss how the energ_ of the neutral gas can be transformed
into the energy of accelerated particles.

The spectrum of magnetic field fluctuatlons. According
to %he o'6nd'It_onge_ >9.. _' P,,'.-"th'eequations for the• J e

veloclt_ of the ionized plasma component and fo_ the magne-
tlc field B have the form

a_v_:O (I)

Here i, e, n stand for the ion,elect_on,and neutral plasma
components; 9 is collision frequenc_ of corresponding
particles, _. is ion viscosity which is the largest
f_r the assumed parameters.

The frequency interval for motions of the ionized com-
ponent is as follows _,_<_=2WV_%_<9,,. According to the
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first inequality, we can neglect the influence of the ioni-
zed component on the neutral one. According to the second
inequalit_ ( _/p_ << I),we obtain v(L) _ u(L) from
the first equation of the ssstem (I). Note that the inter-

val of L values is determined by the relation ao> A > a_.,

L_;. =LoRe -I/C1*=) _ ,Re = Uoao/_ ( Uo = 106cm/sec,Lo =
1019 cm, L _,. = 1013cm). The eigenvalues 60 of

. 2 2
the system (I) are imaginary, _=_V,_"/(#_..L_, and hence the
magnetic field on the scale L > h_ is "excited onl$ under
the action of an inducing force (friction between charged
and neutral components) on the scale Lm_n- Then tNe
spectrum of magnetic field fluctuations has _He form/7/:

_a(a)=_ .(L/L_.;.) -'_" for L > L _,. • The estimations gi-
ve B_ _ 10-5 - 10-6oe.

Equations ' of motion for particles in random electro-
ma;_netic _ields. In a magnetic field B _ i0-_ oe protons
with energies E._ 3-30 GeV and electrons with energies
Ee _ 10m . 10s_ GeV turn out to be magnetized, i.e.

< c_,_-_ (here co, is c_clotron frequency,
is gamma-factor of particles, T_¢ is correlation time
:E_ = L_;. /c ). For magnetized particles one can derive

(see /B/) the equation for the distribution function # ;

_-_ = x (2)
Here A. and A_ are diffusion coefficients in the coor-
dinate and energy spaces, p is the function describing
energy losses of particles.

The equation of motion for nonmagnetized particles has the
_ = 9

C,osm_.c-ra3densit_ in a cloud. Let us assume the dis-
t_ibuti0n function f of particles inside a cloud or ra-
dius R to be described b_ equations (2) and (4) and let
outside the cloud the equation have the form

where _ is the spatial diffusion coefficient in inter-
stellar space, _o = 1028 cm2 /see/2//. We obtain from the
expressions (3) that inside a doud t_ s_atial diffusion
coefficient is much smaller, A,-_ 10_)cmZ/sec. and the

value A_-_ 10-II sec -I At infinit_ (r _ _ ) we set up
the cosmic-ray spectrum in intercloud space, _. , and
assume it to be similar to the one observed near the
Earth (£.=RE _,A--3). Then inside the cloud (r< R ) the_e
holds the following solution for magnetized particlesI)

. (7)
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Here _._ = J_'_d_, the quantit_ _ = A\II_ R_/,_ . Thus, a
statistic accelerat&on in random electric fields ({(L) ='c"
[_] ) of a cloud leads to generation of hard spectra.The
spectrum of non-magnetized particles ( _>> c3,%-_ ) has
the form

Here C is the constant determined from the conditions(o8_
joining'of the solutions (7) and (S),_(_)is a _cDonsld
function. The solution (8) falls exponentiall_ in the ener-
g_ range _ >> _J_T= o

If we take as _ the proton spectrum observed near
the Earth, we obtain that the proton densit_ inside a cloud
can exceed more than b_ an orde_ of magnitude the proton
densit.v in intercloud sp_ce for p_ot0n energies E _ I GeV.

Not let us pass _ over to sst_bph_sihal applications of
this model.

I. Gamma-emission from molecular e/cuds and determinat-

&on of the cosmxc-ra2 gradient f_om the background emission
in the Galaxy. The total gamma-emission flux_& E_ >I00
MeV) from a molecular cloud makes up about 10J_erg/sec. As-
suming that in the Galax4 there exist several thousands of
such clouds ,we come to the conclusion that the co nmiderable
part of gamma-emission from the galactic disk cons_ts of
emission from _olecular clouds. It is thus clear that inside
the sola_ circle, where a large amount of molecular h_drogen
is concentrated, we cannot determine the gradient of cosmic-
ra_s which is due to cosmic ra2 leakage from the Galaxy. The
cosmic r8_ g_adient calculated there from the diffusion gam-
ma-emission of the galactic disk will simpl_ reflect the
mean densit_ of cosmic ra_s accelerated in the clouds. This
cosmic-ra_ densit_ must, in turn, be proportional to the
nonuniform distribution of molecular h_drogen in the galac-
tic disk.

In connection with What has been said it is important
%0 measare the spectral index of gamma-sources and of the
4i_fa$ion gamma-emission of the galactic disk where the main
part of gas is concluded in the clouds. If acceleration does
take place in the clouds, the gamma-radiation intensit_ for

E >_ 100 _eV has the following dependence: _ _ gj'
° If not, then I _ _<- E_-2.75.

2. N.olecular clouds as antiproton sources in the Gal_x.y.
As the estimates show, fhe _ntip_oton d@nsit_ inside clouds
can be of the order of I0-1_ (cm)GeV) "Xfor energies E_ -_
I GeV. Calculating the antiproton flux from the clouds we

obtain that the antiprg$on d_nsit__in intercloud medium must
be tl_(E F = _,v)__10 -1_ (cm3GeV) I This value corresponds
to the antiproton densit_ observed near the Earth. Accord-

ing to our calculations, the 8ntiproton densit_ must fall li-
ke n_< g_- '" in the relativistic ene_g_ range. In the non-
relativistic region (30 Me¥< K# < I GeV) the antiproton
densit_ weakl_ depends on the particle energ_ (_._ g-c_)
Thus, the origin of galactic antiprotons (see ref./9/) can
be explained in the framework of our model.
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3- Molecular clouds and secondary nuclei in the co,l,-
positi0n of _alactic cosmic raSs. There exists a problem
of _he origin of light secondarg nuclei in the Galaxy.The
calculations of the grammage passed by cosmic rays before
the formation of secondary nuclei give the following results:
for antiprotons (g_ >I GeV) _ _ 21 gr/cm2/10/, for deute-
rium x _ 15 gr/cm 2 /II/, for He 3 )<_ 15 gr/cm 2 /12/. Pot
heavier nuclei, beginning with the group L, , Be , /_ , the
calculations of X give approximately the same value: X=
5 gr/cm /2/. All these calculations are made in the assump-
tion diffusion or leaky-box models.
As our estimates show,light nuclei (P,D,He3) can be effec-
tively accelerated in the clouds since their acceleration

time ( _ I/,z%_.) is much less than the characteristic life-
time of particles(through the nuclear collisions).For hea-
vier nuclei with an atomic number A _ 10 the situation is
quite opposite, and therefore their acceleration in clouds
is_not effectiVe.From this we can assume that the P,D,and
He'nuclei are formed in molecular clouds,and heavier secon-
dary nuclei in inte_stellar(intercloud)medium in the process
of propagation diffusion of primary cosmic _a_s.

4.M_lecular clouds and positrons in the composition of
cosmic ra2s, As the estimates Show,fo_ the energies E = I
GeV their density of positrons _e* '_- I0"12(0m_ GeV)-I and
the dependence of the density on the particle energy E_ is
as follows:n_,(£>l_W_S_ _. The estimates show that the density
of positrons ejected by the clouds in intercloud space is
equal to the one observed near the Earth for E = I GeV,

In the diffusion model the positrons ejected from th_ _ i_clouds into intercloud space must have the spectrum __+ he,
fo_ de* > I 5eV.If there is no acceleration in the c_ouds,
the positron spectrum must have the form T_e,_E.% _-"_l/

The observations /12/ just show an anomalously high
positron intensity for energies C_ _ 10 GeV nea_ the Earth
that is in accordance with our model.

_. Radioemissio n of molecular clouds. According to
the above characteristics of the electron spectrum in the
clouds, the intensity _ of _adioemission from the clouds
does not depend (or depends weakly) on the frequency,: _-
const. The flux of radioemission _om a cloud can be of the

order of qo_ _ _021 _ 1022 erg/sec for all frequencies up
to 9 < I012-I01°Hz where the spectrum of radloemission
from the cloud suddel_ falls.
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